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1. INTRODUCTION
A. Harten introduced the concept of a multiresolution scheme in a
w xseries of papers, of which 4, 5, 6, 7 is an incomplete list, and showed that
 .such schemes include, among others, the theory of uni wavelets. For a
large number of applications, a problem is originally stated in an infinite-
dimensional function space and an approximate solution is obtained via
numerical methods that employ computations in a, generally, finite-dimen-
sional vector space. The main idea behind a multiresolution scheme is to
establish a link between abstract infinite-dimensional function spaces and
associated finite-dimensional vector spaces also referred to as numerical
spaces in this article. This is achieved by defining a pair of mappings, D
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and R, between these two categories of spaces; the mapping D discretizes
the abstract element whereas R injects the numerically manipulated
concrete element back into its abstract setting. In order to obtain a
well-defined procedure, conditions must be imposed onto D and R, one
of which simply requires R to be the right inverse of D. Numerical
methods often require the transfer of information between different scales
of approximations for both the abstract function space as well as the
numerical space. This transfer is described in terms of scale-dependent
mappings, so called fine-to-coarse scale decimators and coarse-to-find scale
predictors acting on the numerical spaces with their ``lifted'' analogs, the
restrictor, respectively, the prolongator acting on the function spaces. This
description yields, in a natural way, the multiscale structure of the scheme.
This article extends the notion of multiresolution scheme to a categori-
cal setting. Within this more general framework a much clearer and a
more comprehensive understanding of the main concept is obtained.
Although for applications involving the theory of numerical ordinary or
partial differential systems, the two main categories involved are the
category of topological vector spaces and the category of vector spaces, a
more general setting is often desirable.
The structure of this article is as follows. In Section 2 the functorial
setting is introduced and the main morphisms are defined. This setting is
then specialized in Section 3 to the category of topological vector spaces
and the category of vector spaces. There the multiscale structure of a
generalized multiresolution scheme is explicitly presented and all the
relevant operators introduced and their properties discussed. Embedded in
this particular structure is Harten's original approach. In the last section
examples are presented that show the versatility of generalized multireso-
lution schemes. These include presheaves over abelian groups, Galerkin
methods, multigrid, stationary subdivision schemes, and multiwavelets. The
latter four are indeed canonical examples of generalized multiresolution
schemes.
2. THE FUNCTORIAL SETTING
This section contains the basic definitions and results that are needed
later. We assume that the reader is somewhat familiar with the rudimenta-
ries of category theory.
Ä Äw xLet C and C be two categories, and let C , C be the associated functor
category. Let K be a fixed index set, let X be a fixed object in C , and let
Ä 4 w xD be an indexed collection of functors in C , C satisfying thek k g K
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following conditions:
Ä .  . D1. ;k g K, D : X ª obj C is surjective on objects . In order tok
 .ease notation we write simply X for the category X with obj X s X and
 . .morph X s id .X
 .  . kD2. ; k, l g K = K there exist morphisms d k, l \ d gl
Ä .morph C such that
Vl
Dl
2.1 .kp ­ dl
Dk
X ª Vk
commutes.
Denote by D this collection of functors. It is easy to see that D becomes
 .  41  .  k  .a category if we set obj D [ D : k g K and morph D [ d : k, lk l
4g K = K . We refer to D as the category of discretizers.
 .Remark. D g obj D surjective on objects implies that the morphisms
in D are epic.
The epimorphisms dk induce a partial ordering on the collection ofl
 4  k .objects V . We denote this ordered system by V , d , K, $ ,k k l
V $ V m ' dk : V s dk V .k l l l l k
 4Dually to the previous functors D we introduce functors R : V ª X,k k k
k g K, required to satisfy
 .  . lR1. For each pair k, l g K = K there exist morphisms p k, l \ pk
such that
Vl
lp x o Rk l 2.2 .
Rk
V ª Xk
commutes.
R2. ;k g K, D R ( id , or, equivalently, ;k g K, R is a sectionk k V kk
 .functor. Here id denotes the identity functor.
 .The collection R of these functors forms a category by setting obj R
 4  .  l  . 4[ R : k g K and morph R [ p : k, l g K = K . It is easy to seek k
1  4We use the braces very liberally: They may not delimit sets but rather classes. For
most applications, however, one deals with small categories or countable subsets K of Z in
which case there is no notational abuse.
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w k . xthat R : V , d , K,F , C . The category R is called the category ofk l
reconstructors. The morphisms dk and pl are referred to as decimators andl k
predictors, respectively.
Remark. The particular terminology for dk and pl will become appar-l k
ent when we consider specific examples in the next section.
It is straightforward to establish the next result.
 4THEOREM 2.1. The functors R are injecti¨ e on objects and thek k g K
l 4morphisms p are monic.k k , l .g K=K
The preceding theorem implies in particular that X is a subcategory ofk
 .   . 4  .   l . lX where obj X s R V : k g K and morph X s R p : p gk k k k k k k
Ä l .4   . .morph C . Moreover, X , R p , K, $ * is an ordered system in cate-k k
  . .gory X, with $ * denoting the dual ordering to $ , and X, j isk k g K
 .the direct or injective limit of this ordered system where j : X ¨ X isk k
the ``injection'' morphism,
X s lim X .kª
Now suppose that k : K is an arbitrarily chosen finite segment of K
 .  .with first element a s a k and last element v s v k . We consider the
prolongators,
a
[ R D ??? R D : X ª X , 2.3 .  .  . v v a a v
v
and the restrictors,
v
[ R D ??? R D : X ª X . 2.4 .  .  .@ a a v v a
a
 . a k .We sometimes write  k instead of  . Loosely speaking, a prolonga-vk .
tor extends X into X through a series of intermediate objects X ,a v n
a F n F v, whereas a restrictor projects X onto X through a series ofv a
intermediate objects.
On the class k of all finite segments k of K an ordering is introducedfin
as follows,
k F k 9 m 'l g K : k ( l s k 9. 2.5 .
Here ( denotes the concatenation of two finite segments. The thusly
 .ordered class of finite segments of K is written k , F . In the usualfin
functorial manner, we extend this order to an ordering on the prolonga-
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tors,
k F k 9
 .x x 2.6
 .  .  .k P F k 9 
Using the foregoing observation about X being the direct limit of X , wek
obtain that
lim k s id . 2.7 .  . Xª
Employing the inverse ordering G ,
k G k 9 m k 9 F k ,
yields the dual result for restrictors, namely,
lim k s id , 2.8 .  .@ B¤
with B denoting the empty category.
 .DEFINITION 2.1. The pair D , R is called a generalized multiresolu-
 .tion GMR scheme for X.
3. GENERALIZED MULTIRESOLUTION SCHEMES IN
THE CATEGORY OF TOPOLOGICAL VECTOR SPACES
In what follows we will work in the category of topological vector spaces
C [ TVS with the toplinear mappings and the category C9 [ V ofK
K-vector spaces over a field K and the linear mappings. To this end,
denote by X a fixed topological vector space. Recall that in these cate-
gories the monomorphisms and epimorphisms are the injective, respec-
 .tively, surjective toplinear homomorphisms. The reason for choosing
these particular categories is their appearance in applications. For exam-
ple, the category TVS includes such function spaces as C k , a, L p, W s, p,
and BV, and the finite-dimensional vector spaces in category V provideK
the natural setting for numerical calculations. Parts of the presentation
w xgiven here follows 5 .
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 .  .Let K : Z. Then $s= superspace and $ * s: subspace when
the usual arithmetic ordering is imposed on Z. More precisely,
V = V = Va b g
a $ b $ g « . X : X : Xa b g
Figure 1 shows the interconnections between the various mappings
introduced in the previous section in this particular setting.
It should be noted that, because the monomorphisms in V areK
 4precisely the injective linear mappings, the net of mappings Dk k g Z
satisfies
D f s 0 « D f s 0, ; f g X . 3.1 .k kq1
kq1 kq1Proof. D f s d D f s d 0 s 0.kq1 k k k
Remark. The previous characterization was Harten's original definition
of a nested sequence of discretization operators. We will adhere to this
particular terminology.
Therefore, as D R s id , k g Z, one may regard the operators R ask k V kk
the right inverses to the D . Figure 1 also shows that the decimator dkk kq1
FIGURE 1
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and the predictor pkq1 may be written ask
dk s D R , k g Z, 3.2 .kq1 kq1 k
pkq1 s D R , k g Z. 3.3 .k k kq1
Moreover,
dk pkq1 s id , k g K . 3.4 .kq1 k Vkq 1
 k kq1 k .For, d p s d D R s D R s id .kq1 k kq1 k kq1 kq1 kq1 Vkq 1
 4By construction, the nestedness of the net D implies the nestednessk
 4of the spaces V ,k
D s dky1 D « V : V , ;k g Z.k k ky1 ky1 k
The converse is also true.
 4  4THEOREM 3.1. V is nested implies D nested.k k
Proof. Suppose D f s 0. Thenky1
D f s pky1 D f s pky1 0 s 0, .k k ky1 k
by the injectivity of the predictors.
Let k be a finite segment of Z with first element a and last elementfin
 m.v / a . Let V s span v , where k g k . Consider the chain ofk k m g M fink
predictors,2
Av [ paq1 ??? pv : V ª V . 3.5 .a a vy1 v a
Now let
v , m v mw [ A v , m g M , 3.6 .a a v v
and define
W [ ker dky1 , k g k , 3.7 .k k fin
 n 4Let w be a basis of W . Furthermore, letk n g N kk
v , n v nc [ A w , n g N . 3.8 .a a v v
Analogous to the earlier defined chain of predictors, we define a chain
of decimators on k as follows,fin
Ba [ dvy1 ??? da : V ª V . 3.9 .v v ay1 a v
2 For all operators O b: S ª S with two indices we agree to set O a equal to the identitya 1 2 a
operator on S .1
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Employing the prolongator and the restrictor we define an injector I a:v
X ª X bya v
a
as I R D , 3.10 .  . v a a
v
and a projector P v: X ª X bya v a
v
vs P R D . 3.11 .  .@ a v v
a
The term projector is justified because for all k g k ,fin
R D s R D R D . .  .k k k k k k
Finally, let
w v , m [ P v R v m , m g M , 3.12 .a a v v v
and
c v , n [ P v R wn , n g N . 3.13 .a a v v v
 .  .Making use of formulae 3.2 and 3.3 , one can easily show that
I a R s R Ba , 3.14 .v a v v
and
D P v s Av D , 3.15 .a a a v
as well as
v , m v , mw s R w , 3.16 .a a a
and
v , n v , nc s R c . 3.17 .a a a
THEOREM 3.2. Figure 2 commutes.
Proof. The proof is straightforward and therefore omitted.
Next we introduce an operator that allows us to relate the spaces V andk
W . For this purpose, let Q : V ª V be defined byk k k k
Q [ id y pkq1dk , ;k g k . 3.18 .k V k kq1 fink
 k .Clearly, the operators Q are subjective onto ker d s W : V . Re-k kq1 k k
 k .calling that im d s V yieldskq1 kq1
V s V [ W , k g k . 3.19 .k kq1 k fin
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FIGURE 2
The symbol [ denotes only the direct sum not the direct orthogonal
.sum! Hence, if we decompose V recursively,k
a
V s V [ W . 3.20 .[a v l
lsvy1
THEOREM 3.3. ;k g k : R id s id R .fin k V X kk k
Proof. Let ¨ g V and let f g X be such that f s R ¨ . Thenk k k k k k k
R id ¨ s R ¨ s f s id f s id R ¨ .k V k k k k X k X k kk k k
Using definitions, the following results are straightforward to prove.
THEOREM 3.4. ;k g k : I ky 1 s R d ky 1 D and P k sfin k k k ky 1 ky 1
R pk D .ky1 ky1 k
Now let ¨ g V , k g k , and considerk k fin
R Q ¨ s R id ¨ y R D R D R ¨k k k k V k k k ky1 ky1 k kk
s R ¨ y P kq1 R ¨ .k k k k k
Because R ¨ \ f g X this yieldsk k k k
R Q ¨ s f y P kq1 f .k k k k k k
s id y P kq1 f . .X k kk
Define
ÃY [ R W : X , k g k . 3.21 .k k k k inf
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In passing, we note that
; f g X : R D f s R ¨ s f g X . 3.22 .k k ky1 ky1 k ky1 ky1 ky1 ky1
Analogous to the operator Q which acts on the numerical spaces V , wek k
define an operator Q acting on the function spaces X as follows,k k
;k g k : Q : X ª X ,fin k k k
X 2 f ¬ id y P kq1 f . 3.23 . .X kk
 .THEOREM 3.5. The operator Q maps X onto Y [ ker R D ,k k kq1 kq1 kq1
k g k . Moreo¨er, the following decomposition of function spaces holdsfin
;k g k : X s X [ Y direct sum only . 3.24 .  .fin kq1 k kq1
Proof. We will show that
 .  .i For all f g X, Q f g ker R D ,k kq1 kq1
R D Q f s R D f y R D R D f .  .  .  .kq1 kq1 k kq1 kq1 k k kq1 kq1
s R D f y R D R D R D fkq1 kq1 kq1 kq1 k k kq1 kq1
s R D f y R dk pkq1 D fkq1 kq1 kq1 kq1 k kq1
s R D f y R id D f s 0.kq1 kq1 kq1 V kq1kq 1
 .  .  .ii Q ker R D : ker R D ,k kq1 kq1 kq1 kq1
; fgker R D : Q f s f y R D R D f .kq1 kq1 k k k kq1 kq1
s f y R pkq1 D f s f .k k kq1
 .  .Items i and ii now imply the theorem.
 .Remark. Theorem 3.5 implies the following decomposition of func-
tion spaces over the entire range of k . Hence,fin
v
X s X [ Y . 3.25 .[v a l
lsaq1
ÃNow suppose that g g Y s R W , k g k . Then there exists a w gk k k k fin k
W such that g s R w . Hence,k k k k
R D g s R D R w s R dk w s 0,kq1 kq1 k kq1 kq1 k k kq1 ky1 k
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Ãand, therefore, g g Y , i.e., Y : Y , k g k . Conversely, givenk kq1 k kq1 fin
g g Y , there exists an f g X such thatk kq1 k k
g s f y R D R D f .k k k k kq1 kq1 k
Furthermore, as X s R V , there exists a ¨ g V with the property thatk k k k k
f s R ¨ , ;k g k . Thus, continuing from the previous text,k k k fin
g s R ¨ y R D R D R ¨k k k k k kq1 kq1 k k
s R ¨ y D R D R ¨ .k k k kq1 kq1 k k
s R Q ¨ .k k k
 .Setting w [ Q ¨ g W yields g s R w g R W , k g k . Thus wek k k k k k k k k fin
proved
 .  .THEOREM 3.6. ;k g k : Y s ker R D s R W .fin kq1 kq1 kq1 k k
The next theorem states some commutativity relations between the
operators R, D, and Q, Q.
THEOREM 3.7. ;k g k : Q R s R Q and D Q s Q D .fin k k k k k k k k
Proof. The first relation was already implicitly used in the foregoing
calculations. The second one is a consequence of the first: D Q R sk k k
D R Q s id Q s Q . Setting f s R ¨ and using the fact that R isk k k V k k k k k kk
the right identity of D yields D Q f s Q D f .k k k k k k k
Figure 3 summarizes the results obtained so far.
Using the characterization of the numerical spaces V and W ink k
 .Theorem 3.5 and Eq. 3.4 one easily shows that
V s im pkq1 [ ker dk , k g k . 3.26 .k k kq1 fin
In other words, the image of the predictors pkq1 in V is a subspacek k
isomorphic to V . In particular, this observation implies the followingkq1
FIG. 3. The relations between the operators R, Q, and Q.
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decomposition of the identity on V , k g k ,k fin
vy1
v lid s A [ A Q . 3.27 .[V k k lk
lsk
The first morphism acts on V , the second morphism acts on [vy1W .v llsk
Hence, for all ¨ g V ,k k
vy1
v l¨ s A ¨ q A w . 3.28 .k k v k l
lsk
Here w g W and we defined A k [ id . Using the basis representationsk k k Vk
of ¨ and w , namely,v l
 m : m  n : n¨ s ¨ , v * v and w s w , w * w , 3.29 . .  . v k v v l l l l
mgM ngNv l
 .where z* denotes the coordinate functional of z, and definitions 3.6 and
 .3.8 the foregoing decomposition gives
vy1
v , m v , m l , n l , n :¨ s ¨ , w * w q v , c * c . 3.30 :  . .  .  k k k k l k k
mgM lsk ngNv l
In particular, the preceding equations imply the result in the next theorem.
 .3THEOREM 3.8. Let B V denote a basis of V with cardinality L . Thena a a
a
NM lvv , m l , nB V s w [ c . 3.31 4 .  . 4[ms1a a a ns1
lsvy1
Furthermore, L s M q a N .a v lsvy1 l
Proof. The proof follows directly from the earlier arguments; the
cardinality result then is obvious.
 n .Therefore, as W : V , there exist H such thatk k k , m
wn s Hn v m , ;n g N.k k , m k
mgM
Applying the morphism A k to this equality yieldsa
k , n n k , mc s H w . 3.32 .a k , m a
mgM
Note that this representation is independent of the first element a in k .fin
3 a , l La .  4In our notation, B V s w .a a ls1
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Given v m g V , m g M, and k g k , the predictor pkq1 injects thiskq1 kq1 fin k
 m .basis element into V . Thus, there exist G such thatk k , l
pkq1 v m s G m v l.k kq1 k , l k
lgL
Applying the morphism A k to this equation and noting that A k pkq1 sa a k
A kq1 givesa
kq1, m m k , lw s G w . 3.33 .a k , l a
lgL
 .We refer to Eq. 3.33 as a generalized dilation or refinement equation.
kq1, m k , lTherefore, as before, the representation of w in terms of w isa a
independent of the first element in k .fin
We now extend the previous results to the function spaces X , k g k .k fin
 .For this purpose, consider Eq. 3.28 . By the surjectivity of the operators
 .D , there exists an f g X such that ¨ s D f. Therefore, Eq. 3.28 may bek k k
written as
D f s Av D f q A l Q D f .k k v k l l
l
 .Employing the commutativity relations 3.15 gives
D f s D P v f q D P v g . 3.34 .k k k l l l
l
Hence, the discretizer on D splits intok
D s D P v [ D P v , 3.35 .[k k k l l
l
with the first part acting on X and the second part acting on [ Y .v ll
A slightly different decomposition on X may be obtained by applyingk
 .the reconstructor R to Eq. 3.28 . This givesk
vy1
v lR ¨ s R A ¨ q R A w , 3.36 .k k k k v k k l
lsk
which, by using the commutative diagram in Fig. 3, may be reexpressed as
f s P v f q P v g . 3.37 .k k v l l
l
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This then gives a splitting of the identity on X in the form,k
id s P v [ P vQ . 3.38 .[X k l lk
l
 .  .  .  .Substituting Eq. 3.29 into Eq. 3.36 and employing Eqs. 3.12 and 3.13 ,
one obtains the following representation of f s R ¨ , k g k . Thenk k k fin
k
v , u v , m l , n l , n :f s ¨ , w * w q w , c * c . 3.39 :  . .  .  k k k k l k k
mgM lsvy1 ngNv l
 .  .Applying the reconstructor R to Eqs. 3.32 , respectively, 3.33 yields thea
representation of c k , n , respectively, the generalized refinement equation ina
function spaces. So
c k , n s Hn w k , m , 3.40 .a k , m a
mgM
w kq1, m s G m w k , l . 3.41 .a k , l a
lgL
A special case occurs when k s a . The preceding equations then reduce
to
w kq1, m s G m w k , l ,k k , l k
lgL
and
c k , n s Hn w k , m .k k , m k
mgM
However, as in this situation, w k , m s R v m and c k , nk s R wn, we write w mk k k r k k k
instead of w k , m, and we write c n instead of c k , n. If we simplify thek k k
notation even further and if we denote w kq1, m by w m and if we expressk kq1
w m , w l, and c n as column vectors, the following equations result.kq1 k k
Hence,
w s G w , 3.42 .kq1 k k
 m .with the L = M matrix G s G . Similarly,k k , l
c s H w , 3.43 .k k k
 n .where H denotes the N = M matrix H .k k , m
The operator P v may be decomposed intoa
P v s P aq1 P aq2 ??? P v , 3.44 .a a aq1 vy1
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and, therefore,
vya
w s G w , 3.45 .v vyû a /
ûs1
as well as
vya
c s H w . 3.46 .v vyû a /
ûs0
4. EXAMPLES
In this section we present some examples of GMR schemes. These
 .examples include presheaves over abelian groups , the well-known
Galerkin method, point-evaluation and multigrid, subdivision schemes, and
multiwavelets.
4.1. Preshea¨ es o¨er Abelian Groups
 .Let X, X be a topological vector space and let an ordering F be
defined on X by
O F O m O : O .1 2 2 1
Ä .Then X , F may be regarded as a category. Let C be an arbitrary
Äw . xcategory. The functor category X , F , C is called the category of
Ä Äw . xpreshea¨ es o¨er C. In other words, F g X , F , C assigns to each open
Ä .  .set O g X an object F O in C , and to each pair of open sets O , O of1 2
O2  .  .X with O : O a morphism r : F O ª F O such that for all1 2 O 2 11
O2 O3 O3  w x.O : O : O we have r ( r s r cf. 9 .1 2 3 O O O1 2 1
Now let T denote the category of topological spaces and topological
 .mappings. For each object X, X g T and and a fixed ordering F ,
define a category C* of categories by
obj C* [ X , F X , X g T , 4 .  .  .
and
morph C* [ all functors between X , X and X 9, X 9 . 4 .  .  .
 .For a fixed object X , F in C* and for a fixed k g K, the discretizer Dk
Ä Äis then a presheaf over C. In particular, if C [ G , the category ofab
abelian groups, then we may define
< 4D O [ f f : O ª R continuous , 4.1 .  .k
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O2  .  .and r : F O ª F O byO 2 11
O2 <r f [ f , ; f g F O . 4.2 .  .  .OO 211
The decimator then becomes an epic natural transformation between
functors.
4.2. Galerkin Methods
Here we let X be a Hilbert space and we let X be a finite-dimensionalk
 .  4L ksubspace of X with basis B X s w , k g N . We define a dis-k k l ls1 0
cretizer D byk
 :f , wk , 1
 :f , wk , 2D f [ . 4.3 .k ??? 0 :f , wk , L k
Letting V [ im D , we see that V ( RL k. A reconstructor may then bek k k
defined as
Lk
R v [ ¨ w , 4.4 .k k k l k l
ls1
where
¨ k , 1
¨ k , 2v s .k
??? 0¨ k , L k
Clearly, in the context of Galerkin schemes, R D is the projection onto ak k
finite-dimensional subspace, namely, X of X,k
Lk
 :R D f s f , w c . 4.5 .  .k k k l k l
ls1
The decimators and predictors then correspond to the different levels of
 4approximation on the net of finite-dimensional subspaces X of X.k k g N0
The decimator ``reduces the length of the vector representation'' of f
whereas the predictor simply injects into the higher dimensional space.
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4.3. Point E¨aluation and Multigrid
2  .Let V ;; R with Lipschitz boundary and let B ?, ? be a bounded,
coercive, symmetric bilinear form. Consider the Poisson problem: Find
1H1 `Ê  .u g X [ H V s C V , such that .0
Ê1B u , ¨ s f , ¨ , for all ¨ g H V , 4.6 .  .  .  .
2 Ê1 .  .where, for instance, f g L V . For this purpose, let S V be the space of0
<linear splines s with the property that s s 0. Let V be a nondegener-­ V 1
ate triangle inscribed V. A triangulation of V is generated by means of the
following algorithm. Given V , k g N, obtain V by connecting thek kq1
 l 4L kedge midpoints of V by new edges. Let q be the set of vertices ofk k ls1
Ê1  . < < 4V and let X s s g S V supp s s V n s s 0 .­ Vk k 0 k k
 .For each X define a mesh-dependent inner product ?, ? as follows,k X k
Lk
2u , ¨ [ h u q ¨ q , u , ¨ g X . 4.7 .  .  .  .X k l l kk
ls1
The quantity h is defined as h [ max diam V . In multigrid the-k k x g V kk
 .ory, Eq. 4.6 is then discretized by defining an operator A : X ª X viak k k
A u , ¨ s B u , ¨ , ;u , ¨ g X , 4.8 .  .  .Xk kk
and f g X byk k
f , ¨ s f , ¨ , ;¨ g X . 4.9 .  .  .Xk kk
This procedure yields
A u s f . 4.10 .k k k
Note that u and f represent vectors in RL k , namely, the representationsk k
of u and f in terms of the finite basis of X . This suggests the definitionk
of a discretizer,
D u [ u , ;k g N. 4.11 .k k
The reconstructor R is then naturally given byk
R u [ u s uT w , 4.12 .k k k k k
where w is the L -vector of basis elements of X .k k k
The interpretation of predictor and decimator in this particular setting
leads to a multigrid algorithm and the notions of intergrid transfer operators.
More precisely, the predictor is taken to be
pkq1¨ [ ¨ , ;¨ g V . 4.13 .k kq1
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In the language of multigrid theory this is known as the coarse-to-fine
intergrid operator. Similarly, the decimator, the fine-to-coarse intergrid opera-
tor, is defined in such a way that the mesh-dependent inner product is
preserved,
dk ¨ , ¨ s ¨ , pkq1¨ . 4.14 . .  .X Xkq1 k kq1 k k kq1kq 1 k
For more details on multigrid theory we refer the interested reader to, for
w xinstance, 2 .
4.4. Subdi¨ ision Schemes
 n.  < n4Let X [ C R , n g N, and let c [ c a g Z be a fixed finitelya
 .supported sequence of real-valued scalars called a finite mask. For all
` n.  .¨ g l Z define a stationary subdi¨ ision operator S s S c by
S¨ [ c ¨ , a g Zn . 4.15 .  .a ay2 b b
nbgZ
 . The pair S, c is called a stationary subdivision scheme. For an introduc-
w x .tion to the theory of stationary subdivision we refer to 3 . A subdivision
scheme is called con¨ergent if
?
` n n k;¨ g l Z ' f g C R : lim f y S ¨ s 0, 4.16 .  .  .¨ ¨ k /2kª` `
5 5 ` n. ` n.where ? denotes the norm on l Z . It is well known that if ¨ g l Z`
k ` yk n.then ¨ [ S ¨ g l 2 Z and that the limit function f has the repre-k ¨
sentation,
f s ¨ f ?y a , 4.17 .  .¨ a
nagZ
where f is the unique S-refinable function satisfying
f s c f ?y a . 4.18 .  . a ky1
nagZ
Moreover, f may be obtained from any compactly supported function f ,0
say the characteristic function f [ x on V ;; R n, via the iteration,0 V
kª`k 6f [ S f s c f ?y a f . 4.19 .  .k 0 a ky1
nagZ
For each k g N, the iterate ¨ defines a polygonal approximation f tok ¨ k
f , usually called the k-order control polygon. This polygon is the graph of a¨
k < < .linear spline on k [ 2 supp c y 1 knots, i.e., an element of the spacek
X [ S1 .k k k
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In this context, a discretizer D , k g N, may be defined as follows. Fork
f g X let ¨ be a sequence of points on graph f. Then
D f [ Sk ¨ s ¨ . 4.20 .k k
The associated reconstructor R is thenk
R ¨ s R Sk ¨ [ f s c f ?y a , 4.21 .  .k k k k a ky1
nagZ
with f [ x . Clearly, f g X s S1 . It is easily verified that, setting0 V k k k k
` yk n. k 0V [ l 2 Z , the mapping S equals A .yk yk
4.5. Multiwa¨ elets
2  jA multiwa¨ elet is a finite collection of L -functions c [ c : j s 1,
4  k r2  k. . . , J with the property that the two-parameter family c [ 2 c 2 ?k l
. 4y l : k, l g Z forms an orthonormal, or more generally, an unconditional
2 .basis of L V , where V ;; R. If r s 1, one refers to c as a uniwa¨ elet
or simply wa¨elet. For simplicity, we restrict ourselves here to the case of
.univariate multiwavelets. For a more detailed review of multiwavelet
w xtheory we refer the interested reader to, for instance, 8 and the refer-
ences given therein.
One way to construct a multiwavelet is through multiresolution analysis,
which consists of a nested sequence X ; X , k g Z, of closed sub-k kq1
2 . 2 .spaces of L R such that the closure of their union is L R and their
 4intersection is the trivial subspace 0 . Furthermore, each subspace X isk
spanned by the dyadic dilates and integer translates of a finite set of
 i 4scaling functions f : i s 1, . . . , I , sometimes also called the generators of
 ithe multiresolution analysis. Typically, the scaling ¨ector f [ f : i s
4 1, . . . , I has compact support or decays rapidly enough at infinity. Here,
the support of a scaling vector f is defined as the union of the supports of
.its individual components. The condition that the spaces X be nestedk
implies that the scaling vector f satisfies the following two-scale matrix
dilation equation or matrix refinement equation,
f x s G f 2 x y l , 4.22 .  .  . l
lgZ
 4 5 5 2 I=Iwhere the G are I = I matrices satisfying  G - `. Ifl R .l l g Z l g Z l
the L2-orthogonal complement of X in X is denoted by Y , then itk kq1 kq1
can be shown that there exists a multiwavelet c such that Y is spannedkq1
by the dyadic dilates and integer translates of c. Moreover, the multi-
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wavelet satisfies a two-scale matrix dilation equation of the form,
c x s H f 2 x y l , 4.23 .  .  . l
lgZ
 4 2 J=I .where the J = I matrices H are in l R .l l g Z
2 .Let f g X [ L V . Then its multiwa¨ elet representation is given by
f s dT c , 4.24 . k l k l
k , l
 . Ifor a possibly bi-infinite sequence of vectors d g R . For the purpose ofk l
this example, let us make the following simplifying assumptions. First
suppose that f and c are compactly supported, i.e., the sums in Eqs.
 .  .4.22 and 4.23 are finite, say, l s 0, 1, . . . , N. Second, assume that we
have an orthogonal multiresolution analysis, in other words, the following
conditions hold
 k k :f 2 ? y l , f 2 ? y l9 s d I , .  . l l9 I
 k k 9 :c 2 ? y l , c 2 ? y l9 s d I , 4.25 .  .  .k k 9 , l l9 J
 k k 9 :f 2 ? y l , c 2 ? y l9 s O , .  . I=J
where I and O denote the identity and the zero matrix, respectively. In
 :  . T  . addition, we defined w , w [ H w x w x dx. The transpose of a1 2 R 1 2
T .matrix is denoted by .
Here and throughout the remainder of this article, we use the notation
f to denote the 2 k th dilate and the lth integer-translate of a function f.k l
On an index set I = I : Z = Z an ordering 8 is introduced as1 2
follows,
w x w xi , j 8 i9, j9 m i - i9 k i s i9 n j F j9 . 4.26 .  .  .
This ordering is always employed when the integer-translates of the 2 k th
 1 2 I .dilate of a vector-valued function f s f , f , . . . , f are combined intok l k l k l k l
 .  4a finite vector F . Here, I s 1, 2, . . . , I and I is the set of integer-k 1 2
translates.
Using the aforementioned ordering 8 to the right-hand side of Eq.
 .4.24 we obtain
f s DT C . 4.27 .
Because X s [k Y , k g Z, the function f may also be written ink mmsy`
the form,
f s c f q d c , 4.28 . k l k l ml ml
k , l m)k , l
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for C g R I2 k Nq1.. However, as most numerical computations in multi-k
wavelet theory are performed on the vector coefficients C and also thek
.D , one way of defining a discretizer ism
D f [ C . 4.29 .k k
Now let V [ R I2
k Nq1., k g Z. The well-known relation between thek
 .coefficients C and C , namely, the partial decomposition algorithm,kq1, l k l
c s GT c , 4.30 .kq1, l 2 lql9 k l9
l9
may now be expressed in vector notation as
C s dk C , 4.31 .kq1 kq1 k
where dk is the decimator. Similarly, the reconstruction algorithm,kq1
c s G c q H d , 4.32 .k l l9q2 l kq1, l l9q2 l k , l
l9
expressed in vector notation, yields the predictor,
C s pkq1 C , D . 4.33 .  .k k kq1 k
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